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WKW Precision
Engineering
"Manufacturer of high
quality precision gears"

Tel: 01422 351720
Fax: 01422 330017

Shaw Royd Works,
Shaw Lane,
Halifax
West Yorkshire HX3 9HD
United Kingdom

High quality precision gears
WKW Precision Engineering manufactures high
quality precision gears for the Oil & Gas,
Petrochemical, Marine, Pump Gears and the
Food Industries for over 40 years.
We can manufacture bespoke or custom gears
to customer drawings or sample specifications.
Providing customers with straight, helical, bevels,
worm wheels, racks, keyways and broaching
(splines, serrations, squares, rectangles,and
hexagons), you can be assured that your enquiry
will be dealt with in a swift professional manner
that complies to all our quality accreditations. We
also have a wide selection of screws up to 50mm
(2") diameter x 5 metres (16 ft) long. Screws with
a diameter larger than 50mm and up to 2400mm
(8ft) can also be made.
Thread forms available include: stub, acme,
square, trapezoidal and buttress.
Enquiries to: info@wkw-eng.co.uk

Temperature Controlled

Co-ordinate measuring
The Company and the manufacturing of
precision engineered products is assessed by
the Chamber Certification Assessment
Services (C.C.A.S.) and accredited to British
Standard ISO 9001:2015. WKW is currently
also working towards the I.S.O.14001
Environmental Certification and the OHSAS
18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety
Qualification.
A climate controlled Inspection Department
means that measurements are consistent and
equipment standards are always maintained.
Accurate component checking both during
and as part of a final inspection procedure will
be achieved. Co-ordinate measuring machines
(C.M.M.) allow us to measure dimensions
with precision accuracy that will highlight any
flaws in the manufacturing process.

Temperature Controlled
In addition to Co-ordinate measuring
machines, we have the benefit of a Portable
Faro Gage Plus that has a measuring area of
1200mm ( 4ft) of spherical volume and has an
accuracy of 0.018mm (0.0007in.). The
Portable Faro Gage Plus has been designed
for the shop floor and allows personnel the
ability of a fast set up which allows parts to
be measured quickly, easily and above all
accurately.

14 x C.N.C. Turning Centres
8 x C.N.C. Milling Machines
5 x Co-ordinate measuring machines
3 x C.N.C. Electrical Discharge (E.D.M.)
Liquid Penetration & Hardness Inspections

Our Mission Statement
WKW Precision Engineering is continuing its mission to be one
of Yorkshires' top subcontract manufacturer of high tolerance
precision engineered components. With manufacturing and
inspection facilities all managed under ISO9001:2015 we offer a
one stop bespoke service in almost all areas of manufacturing and
finishing, that include the experience of working with a wide
range of standard and exotic materials. As a Company we are
proud of our commitment to produce accurate quality components
to customer specification and instruction using the extensive
knowledge and expertise of our workforce. As one of our primary
goals we pride ourselves in great customer relations and service
ensuring we process short and long term orders, providing
a high quality product at a competitive price with on time
deliveries.

Quality Accreditations

Experienced Staff!
With the formation of the company back
in 1970 experience has played a key
role in the progress to date. Dedicated
and committed staff ensure that orders
received are handled with
professionalism from beginning to end.
Experience in C.N.C. Milling, Turning,
Wire & Spark erosion are services that
we excel in. As a result, sometimes
overlooked is our expertise in other
services like...Gear cutting.

For any enquiry please contact us today and one of our experienced staff will respond to
your request:
Tel: 01422 315720
Fax: 01422 330017
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